To Project Computer Display

1 Hold the SYSTEM ON button for 1 second.
   Remark: The LCD projector takes around 30 seconds to warm up.
2 Select a computer source. (i.e. build-in desktop computer or your own notebook computer)
3 Adjust the volume of the computer sound by pressing the up/down buttons. (if necessary)

To Project Video Signal

1 Hold the SYSTEM ON button for 1 second.
   Remark: The LCD projector takes around 30 seconds to warm up.
2 Select a video source. (i.e. VHS, DVD/VCD or visualizer)
3 Control the playback machine by using the PLAYBACK CONTROL buttons.
4 Adjust the volume of the video by pressing the up/down buttons. (if necessary)

After use, please switch off the LCD projector by holding the SYSTEM OFF button for 1 second.